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ABSTRACT 
 
Landsliding was discovered to be the cause of longstanding periodic disruption to roads and services 
in a coastal residential area on the Coromandel Peninsula of New Zealand’s North Island.  
Investigations and monitoring of the landslide complex, which covers about 50 hectares in area, 
commenced in 1996 and continued through to 2011.  The investigations showed both inactive and 
slow moving landslides in volcanic geology, and movement is maintained by high groundwater 
pressures and the slow removal of toe material by coastal erosion.  The landslides are ancient and 
include shallow and deep seated components.  Stabilising the main landslide feature is deemed not to 
be feasible due to the depth of the slide plane, and a method of assessing and managing risk to 
properties was developed in conjunction with landowners and the local council.  The geology, ground 
and groundwater conditions, triggers for landslide movement, landslide effects on infrastructure, 
movement monitoring, and risk management strategy adopted are described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In 1997, Thames-Coromandel District Council requested AECOM to investigate and assess the likely 
causes of the cracking and deformation problems affecting a road pavement and footpath in a 
residential coastal settlement on the Coromandel Peninsula.  The land was subdivided and built on in 
several stages between 1965 and 1974.  The road problems were first reported in 1989 but it was not 
until the 1997 assessment that it was discovered that the coastal settlement was located on a large 
landslide, the movement of which was causing the problems with the road.  Staged investigations 
(drillholes, piezometers and test pits) and surveillance monitoring (inclinometers and survey markers) 
were then undertaken in subsequent years. 
 
2 GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY 
 
The landslide is a broadly horseshoe-shaped block of land that extends about 450m inland from a 
coastal road and includes part of the beach (Figure 1).  The landward limits of the landslide are 
defined by eastern, southern and western ridges.  A small stream through the eastern part of the 
landslide drains most of the area and has its outfall on the beach immediately east of a distinctive 
boulder bank.  A fault, pre-dating the landslide, crosses north/south through the landslide (Figure 1). 
 
The landslide is on the coastal edge of a strongly dissected, northward-dipping surface originating at 
an old volcanic centre about 1.2km to the south.  Sediments originating from the volcano form a 
smoothing cap on the underlying irregular greywacke topography.  In a general sense it appears that 
the volcanic sediments have failed, generally northwards, to form the large landslide.   The sediments 
comprise a relict deposit of bedded andesitic pyroclastites comprising coarse fragments of andesitic 
rock set in a fine-grained matrix.  In the landslide this rock type typically is deeply weathered to clayey 
silt and silt, with some sand and rock fragments.  The andesitic debris comprises weathered sandy 
and clayey gravelly materials with rock fragments.  Greywacke bedrock consists of indurated siltstone 
and sandstone, which is predominantly very closely jointed sandstone with minor siltstone.  Bedding 
planes in coastal exposures dip at moderate angles (40°) to the west.  The upper greywacke is 
completely to highly weathered to sandy silt, clay or clayey silt.  The most active part of the landslide is 
the eastern valley, east of the cul-de-sac in the centre of the landslide (Figure 1).  Weak, 
unconsolidated materials (stream sediment, failure debris and colluvium) underlie the valley floor at its 
northern end.  The colluvium comprises clays and boulder materials, which are exposed in a low 
coastal cliff at the toe of the landslide bordering the boulder bank. 
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Figure 1. Engineering geological map 

 

 
Figure 2. Geotechnical section 1 

 
The landslide includes the following three geomorphically distinct areas (Figure 1); an eastern valley, 
an amphitheatre-shaped valley to the west, and a narrow dividing ridge separating the two valleys.  
Hummocky ground on the southern half of the landslide is drained by the small stream that discharges 
to the sea on the eastern side of the coastal terrace.  The irregular shape and form of the stream 
banks and stream bed are indicative of slope instability.  The seaward bulge of the coastal terrace 
breaks the otherwise smooth, arcuate sandy beach profile to the east.  The seaward edge of the bulge 
is being eroded by the sea, indicating that bulge formation is active, i.e. movement of the bulge 
seawards equals or exceeds beach erosion rates.  The boulders of the boulder bank are derived from 
the landslide debris mass and accumulate as a lag deposit, the fine sediments being eroded by the 
sea. 
 
Most of the geomorphic features indicative of landsliding are subdued, suggesting that the landslide 
formed a long time ago and that much of it has low overall movement rates at present.  The eastern 
valley is underlain by a steep sided paleochannel in the greywacke bedrock, which narrows as it nears 
the coast and is infilled with andesite and andesite debris (Figure 2).  Prior to subdivision construction 
the stream was actively down-cutting, indicating relatively rapid and recent debris accumulation, i.e. in 
the order of tens to hundreds of years. 
 
Groundwater levels vary across the landslide.  In the most active portion of the landslide, the eastern 
valley, levels are high, within 2m of ground level, with artesian pressures below the failure surface in 
DH1 (Figure 2) on the coastal plain.  There is an upward pressure gradient at DH1.  Elsewhere 
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pressure gradients are downwards.  Groundwater is 5m below ground level in the western 
amphitheatre and 10m below ground level on the dividing and eastern ridges. 
 

 
Figure 3. Annualised rates of ground movement 

 
3 MONITORING 
 
Monitoring comprises visual observations of damage to road surfaces and buildings, inclinometers, 
piezometers, rainfall and survey markers (both historical marks and a network of new markers).  The 
survey marker monitoring varies with new markers and inclinometers, monitored for a period of 6 
years, and old survey marks which allow the change in original position to be calculated over a 21 
year period.  To understand the real nature of ground movements from the sometimes contradictory 
survey data, the inherent survey error was accounted by using the following framework. 
 
No movement detected The new position of the survey mark lies within the error range (95% 

confidence limit) for the previous survey. 
Movement indicated The new position of the survey mark lies outside the error range (95% 

confidence limit) for the previous survey but the error limits overlap. 
Movement confirmed The new position of the survey mark lies outside the error range (95% 

confidence limit) for the previous survey and the error limits do not overlap. 
 
Annualised average rates of movement were used to determine the vectors shown on Figure 3.  The 
vectors clearly show areas of the landslide that are active and others that are inactive.  Monitoring 
shows that some localised areas of the landslide are continuing to creep at rates less than 
10mm/year, although a few marks show rates up to 25mm/year.  Inclinometer monitoring shows the 
depths of failure surfaces to coincide with those identified in drill core prior to inclinometer installation.   
The failure surfaces are characterised by soft clay seams, crushed and sheared zones in the rock 
mass and plastically deformed zones.  Failure surfaces are between 4 and 17m below ground level.  
The inclinometers show an increase in movement with seasonal rise in groundwater levels.  
Correlation of rainfall data shows a general correlation between wet months and high groundwater 
levels that appear to be associated with higher movement rates. In particular, inclinometers in the 
lower eastern valley show episodes of higher rates of movement when groundwater levels are high. 
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4 RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 
 
Future ground movements were considered likely to be similar to those that have previously affected 
the area and large scale rapid movement is considered most unlikely.  An extreme natural event such 
as a large earthquake or an extended period of abnormally high groundwater levels could init iate 
larger and faster movement, however the landslide is an area of low historical seismicity.  The 
landslide area is expected to be affected by future ground movements including:  
 
i. On-going deep-seated, slow movement of the eastern valley active zone, affecting a number of 

properties and the road.  Movement rates are low (typically 10mm/year but some marks move 
between 15 and 25mm/year) and appear to be spatially variable indicting that internal deformation 
of the slide mass is possible in this zone. 

ii. On-going surficial creep at low rates (less than 5mm/year) which is a normal process on slopes 
formed on weathered rock and soils. 

iii. Localised shallow slumps on slopes anywhere on the landslide area following extreme rainfall 
events. 

iv. Possible re-activation of the amphitheatre feature. 
v. Localised movement of indeterminate magnitude in the event of a very large nearby earthquake. 
 
Risk management options include: 
 
a. Do nothing – accept the risk of ground movements adversely affecting properties, structures and 

services.  This option is not possible under the Building Act. 
b. Place blanket restrictions on future building and development.  These were imposed under section 

72 of the Building Act when the landslide was first identified in 1997. 
c. Undertake engineering works to improve stability so that building restrictions can be minimised or 

avoided.  The only practical measure is control of groundwater levels but investigations identified 
depressurisation of the failure surface near the coastal plain as being impractical, as continuous 
pumping would be required. 

d. Place restrictions on building and development that recognise relative ground movement risk 
differences within the subdivided area. 

 
Option d was selected as the most suitable by Council and its engineering advisers, in consultation 
with the landowners and their engineering advisers, together with an independent engineering adviser.  
The Building Act 2004 provides for a council to refuse to grant a building consent if the land is at risk 
of a natural hazard, such as erosion, flooding, subsidence, or slippage, or if the building work itself is 
likely to accelerate the problem.  If a council decides that there is a risk from a natural hazard but the 
building work will not accelerate, worsen or result in a natural hazard, it may grant a building consent 
but must advise the Registrar-General of Land, who will note on the certificate of title that a building 
consent has been issued under section 72.  If there is a section 72 endorsement on the title and the 
building is subsequently damaged by a hazard event, then the owner (and subsequent owners) cannot 
claim against council for issuing the consent.  There may also be issues with building insurance and 
EQC cover. 
 

Based on field evidence and monitoring it is apparent that the ancient landslide mass is moving 
extremely slowly, if at all, under current conditions and the movement rates are variable across the 
affected area.  It is likely that movement has always been episodic with different parts of the slide area 
moving at different times.  Evaluation of the geomorphic evidence and monitoring data indicates that 
there is no risk of loss of life in the event that the landslide continues to behave as at present, or under 
reasonably foreseeable movement rates and types.  Thus loss of life was not considered as a factor in 
defining risk zones. 
 
The landslide area has been subdivided into three risk zones that recognise the relative probability of 
land and buildings within each zone being affected by future ground movement (Figure 4 and Table 1).  
Because the zones do not coincide with property boundaries, they have been used as a basis for 
defining three Development Management Zones that place each potentially affected property within a 
zone (Figure 5).  The Development Management Zones provide restrictions on future building or 
subdivision (Table 1), as per option d and recognise uncertainty in the location of the upslope edge of 
the active part of the eastern valley (Risk Zone C).  
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Figure 4. Risk zones 

 

 
Figure 5. Development management zones 
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Table 1: Risk and Development Management Zones 

Risk Zones (refer Figure 4) 

A Movement is difficult to detect even with instruments.  Geomorphic features do not indicate 
active ground movement.  Measured movement rates are mostly less than 5 mm/yr. 

B Movement is difficult to detect without accurate instrumentation, but there are geomorphic 
features that suggest past ground movement.  Measured movement rates are mostly 5 to10 
mm/yr. 

C Movement is imperceptible in the short term (but not necessarily the long term) but is easily 
detectable with instruments.  Geomorphic features suggest active ground movement.   
Measured movements are typically at low relative rates, generally 10 to 25 mm/yr. 

Development Management Zones (refer Figure 5) 

A Land that is not subject to, nor likely to be subject to, deep seated ground movement.  
Building Consents can be issued under normal processes except that proposals to 
subdivide large lots will require geotechnical assessment. 

B Land in Zone B could be subject to deep-seated ground movement although it appears not 
to be presently affected.  A geotechnical assessment will be required as part of Building 
Consent applications. 

C Land in Zone C is subject to gradual deep-seated ground movement.  A geotechnical 
assessment will be required as part of Building Consent applications.  Specific design will 
be required. 

 
The general direction and magnitude of movements recorded, based on survey marks, are consistent 
with the results of previous survey monitoring, as well as the results of the inclinometer monitoring.  
Comparison of the ground surface movements at several inclinometer sites measured both by 
inclinometer and survey, indicates that the survey measurements are giving comparable, although 
less accurate, results.  This provides overall confidence in the survey results. 
 
Following 6 years of data collection, monitoring was discontinued given that the last results showed 
ground movements consistent with previous monitoring, and that the overall rates of movement are 
very low.  The monitoring network is being maintained should further monitoring be warranted, for 
example, by damage to structures, signs of excessive ground movement, damage to underground 
services, excessive deformation of the road surface or significant coastal erosion.  Council will 
periodically review the need for further monitoring and/or reassessment of the landslide.  
 
5 EFFECTS ON INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The disruptive ground movement observed to date has mainly affected the coastal road and elbow 
shaped road in the centre of the landslide.  Road deformation comprises uneven pavement profiles 
with scarps, a graben (depression) and lines of shear deformation.  Kerbs, footpaths, catch pits and 
manholes have been displaced. 
 
To date only one house (in Risk Zone C and Development Management Zone C) has been damaged.  
The house, constructed in 2007, was designed to account for ground movement.  One of the piled 
foundations has been displaced laterally causing damage to the pile cap and settlement of the corner 
of the house.  Other houses, notably houses built prior to the landslide being identified, have not yet 
been damaged, possibly because of the low spatial density of housing and sparsity of houses in 
potentially damaging areas of the landslide.  Those ‘high risk’ areas are the boundaries of the more 
active part of the landslide (Risk Zone C) and areas in that zone where failure surfaces are either near 
to or daylight at ground surface.  
 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Geotechnical investigations and monitoring show a landslide complex in volcanic geology to comprise 
both inactive and slow moving components or sections.  Movement is maintained by high groundwater 
pressures and the slow removal of toe material by coastal erosion.  Stabilising the main landslide 
feature is deemed not economically feasible, and a method of assessing and managing risk to 
properties was developed by the local council in conjunction with landowners and engineering 
advisers.  The strategy adopted to manage the risk places restrictions on building and development 
that recognise relative ground movement risk differences with the coastal residential area. 
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